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THE MAP in the title is that which carries any nonsingular complex matrix into its positive-definite 
hermitian part[7]. It defines a framing of the unitary group in C”’ upon passing from 
positive-definite hermitian matrices to hermitian by the logarithm (the inverse of the exponential 
map). An element in T~~z(S~*) is hence defined upon use of the Pontrjagin-Thorn construction. 
This is not usually discussed because of the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 1. The element in rrZn$Sn’) so represented is trivial. 
Because the element represented by this framing of U(n) is a composition with n (of one 
represented by a framing of SU(n)) this is not surprising, as such compositions are frequently 
zero. (When n = 2 all one has proved is that nv = 0. v generates the 3-stem.) So the map which 
takes a nonsingular matrix near I to the logarithm of its determinant x the logarithm of its 
positive-definite hermitian part may yield a more interesting framing. This framing is just the set 
of equations one normally uses to describe SU(n) as a subset of the n X n-matrices. When n = 2, 
this represents +v, by the Hopf construction. (The sign of the element depends upon the choice 
of orientation. C” has a natural orientation which we shall always choose. If we orient S3 by the 
vectors (i, j, k)-in that order-at 1, and if we orient the normal plane at 1 by insisting that that of 
S’ followed by that of the normal frame gives that of C’, then we find that the sign is -1.) Hopf’s 
argument may be carried one step further, and the following is a special case of propositions 
proved in 94. 
PROPOSITION 2. SU(3) C C9 with the framing described above represents e E rrTg’, the stable 
d-stem. 
If G is any oriented compact connected Lie group, the left-invariant trivialization of its 
tangent bundle TG leads to a trivialization of its stable normal bundle and hence an element, 
which is denoted here by [G], in n&_+ When G = SU(3) or G2 this element is identified in 94, as 
are the elements represented by these groups with certain other framings. In these cases the 
elements are of order 2 and so independent of the orientation. Here are the results. 
PROPOS~ON 3. [SU(3)] = ; E rg’. 
PROPOSITION 4. [GJ = 5. 
PaoPosmoN 5. Gz C SO(7) C R) with the left-invariant framing (regarding Gz as acting by left 
translation through its representation in SO(7)) represents 0 E PL, but G, C SO(8) C R6”, again 
with the left-invariant framing, represents K E 7~;~. (Notation from Toda [151.) 
The theme of this paper is that certain orbits of the actions of compact Lie groups on 
Euclidean space may well provide, with their natural framing determined by the action, 
interesting elements in the homotopy groups of spheres. How this is done is described in $2. Only 
two very special cases are treated in this paper: namely the elements determined by 
representations of SU(3) and Gz. This forms the subject of $4. The method used to detect these 
elements is Hopf’s: we use the invariant named after him and about which we prove two results 
in 53. It applies to groups other than G2 and SU(3) but (except in certain cases, of which SU(5) is 
one) it is difficult to show that the element which is the Hopf invariant is non-zero. For Sp(2) with 
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various framings it is non-zero, but this is not enough to show that the element represented by the 
framing of Sp(2) is non-zero stably; though it is non-zero unstably. Paragraph 5 contains some 
miscellaneous comments and Appendix 1 is a correction of some calculations of [I2]. In 
Appendix 2 an attempt is made to prove, knowing what their Hopf invariants are but without 
using tables, that the elements represented by certain framings of Gz and SU(3) are non-zero. 
It is a pleasure to acknowledge several instances of kindness. I am grateful to Michael Crabb 
for several discussions and to Dr. Reg Wood for telling me about his work[l6]. Part of it 
confirmed my calculations and gave me confidence in them. (It is very easy to make mistakes in 
identifying framings.) It also suggested that a result of [ 121, which I had initially used to complete 
the identification of [SU(3). kp], was false. But I am especially grateful to Professor Atiyah for 
asking me what element in the stable homotopy of spheres was represented by a Lie group with 
the left-invariant trivialization of its tangent bundle, and for convincing me that it was interesting. 
Finally, a warning about the use of the word ‘framing’. If V, W are real vector spaces and if 
Xc’ W is an embedding of a compact manifold, I may call an isomorphism v(X) z X x V 
(where v is the normal bundle of the embedding) and hence an embedding XX VL W (which 
is a submersion) a framing of X in W. It will define an element in {W’, V+}. A unique element in 
riimx will only be found upon choosing (equivalence classes of) bases for V and W. Often this 
will be done by supposing that X is oriented and by choosing an orientation for W; the canonical 
one if W has a complex structure. An orientation is then selected for V by insisting that that for 
X followed by that for V gives the chosen one for W. 
Suppose that 0 : G + Aut( V) is a unitary or orthogonal representation of an oriented compact 
connected Lie group G such that 3x E V with trivial isotropy subgroup. The orbit of x, Gx, is 
thus diffeomorphic to G and the (left) action of G on V endows this orbit, in the sphere S(V) of 
radius ]]xl[ and in V, with a framing which is left-invariant. Let k = dim, V. Chose an orientation 
for V; the canonical one if V is complex. Then this orbit represents an element 
(G, 0) E rk(Sked’“O), which is the suspension of a well-defined element in ~k_l(Sk-d’mG-‘), 
using the framing in S(V). (Occasionally (G, 0) may be used to denote this too.) If we now 
stabilize, this orbit will represent an element [G, 01 E r:;,,,G. These elements are effectively 
determined by 8. (One may persuade oneself of this by looking at Theorem 2.1 of Chapter 9 of 151, 
for Gx is an orbit of highest dimension.) Every Lie group has a faithful representation. Taking 
that representation with multiplicity its dimension will give such a 0, as is noted in [9]. Henceforth 
we suppose that the representation space has been identified with Rk for some k. 
If, now, f : G + Aut(Rkedim 3 is a map we may twist the framing of Gx C Rk by f and so define 
elements 
(G, 6)’ E ~k(Sk-dimG), [G, 01’ E a&G. 
This is explicitly how we do it. Take a framing as an embedding G X Rk-dimG~ Rk. (In our 
case it will be defined by choosing a slice L :R k-d’mG’b Rk at x and then setting 
4(g, u)=g(~u).) Now (G, 8)’ is defined by the embedding 4’: G XRk-d’mC LRk, where 
@(g, U) = d(g, f(g)u). So in our special case (G, 0)’ will be defined by the embedding 4’ where 
4’(g, U) = g(Lf(g)u). It is clear that if n denotes the trivial representation on R” then (G, 
0 @ n) = E”(G, 0) and so [G, 0 @ n] = [G, 01. One sees that this is definitely not the notation of 
Gershenson[9] and also that one may define [G, 01’ for any f E KO-‘(G). 
LEMMA 1. Zf I#I :G -+Aut(R”) is a representation then [G, 01” = [G, f3 @ 41. 
Proof. We may move into R* @ R” and twist on the last coordinates. This is equivalent to 
taking the left-invariant framing of the orbit G(x, 0) in the representation space of 0 @ 4. 
Observe that, because of our conventions, [G, 0 @ +] = [G, 9 @ 01 even if both n and k are 
odd. 
Let R(G) denote the real or complex representation ring and K-‘(G) the (corresponding) real 
or complex K-group. Suppose that 4 E R(G) is a virtual representation, 4 = /\ -Jo where ,4, p 
are representations. Let 0 : G + Aut( V) be as above. Let’s define [G, do]= [G, 0 @ A](B8U)-1, 
where (0 0 CL)-‘(g) = ((0 0 p)(g))-‘. 
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LEMMA 2. [G. 41 is independent of the representation 13 chosen and so defines a map 
R(G)-1 7i-:imG. 
Proof. Let T) : G -t Aut R” be a rival to 9. Let 
a = [G. 0 @ A](@*‘-‘, p = [G, n @ A]‘“~“-’ 
Then a @@*@.I_ -P @@*@,= y by Lemma 1. Hence a = y(‘@@@“‘-’ = p. 
The map K factors through ,9: R(G)-* K-‘(G) and, using a map like 8, we again get a 
well-defined map (independent of 0) k: K-‘(C)-*a&. The map from the complex group 
factors through KO-‘(G). 
LEMMA 3. [G, 01 = [G] E n:imC, where [G] is the homotopy element defined by the left- 
invariant trivialization of TG. 
Proof. Let 0 : G +Aut R* be as above. Then 0 describes the difference over Gx between the 
left-invariant trivialization of (T @ v)(Gx) and the one, given by restriction to Gx, coming from 
the canonical trivialization of TR’. If we now twist the first back by e-using only the normal 
bundle v-the resulting framing of Gx gives the correct trivialization of (T @ v)(Gx) when 
added to the left-invariant trivialization of TG. 
LEMMA 4. Let ad: G + Aut(g) denote the adjoint map of G. [So ad(g) is the derivative at 1 of 
the map x I+ gxg-‘.I Then if p : G + Aut (R’) is any representation (-l)“imGIG, ad-p] = [G, ~1. 
Proof. As G is oriented, g is too so that the elements are well defined. Consider what happens 
to [G, p] under the map x -x-l of G onto itself. Suppose first that p = 0. Then we are concerned 
with the left-invariant tangent framing. It is carried under x --+x-l into the right-invariant tangent 
framing, but the orientation is changed by the degree which is (- I)dimG. So just as in equation 2.1 
of [2] we see that (- I)di”GIG, R ] = [G, 01. On the other hand, twisting tangentially by ad-’ takes 
the left-invariant trivialization of TG into the right-invariant one. This gives the formula in that 
case. (By duality we must take ad for the normal twisting.) The general case follows upon noting 
that for a representation, p(x-‘) = p(x)-‘; x E G. 
It may be well to close this section with a warning. For different virtual representations a 
and /3 it may happen that [G, a] = [G, p]. This does not imply that [G, a @ +] = [G, /3 @ 41 if 4 
is another virtual representation. Counter-examples may already be seen in the case of SU(3) and 
Gz. (See Theorems 1 and 2.) The equation of Lemma 4 does not always imply that [G, 01 = [G, 
2p +ad] if dimG is even. 
To prove Propositions 2-5 we are going to use the Hopf invariant as described in [lo], 
together with some facts about it established in [4]. 
LEMMA 5. Let XCRk+dimX-’ be a framed embedding (that is, there is given an extension, 
the framing, fl :X X R’-‘C Rk+dimX-’ ). Let f :X+ SO(k) be a map and e E sk-’ a regular 
oalue for rf, where rr:SO(k)+ Sk-’ is the projection. Suppose that (?rf)-‘(e) = Y. Then rf 
induces a framed embedding Y x Rk-‘c X, such that, if exp is the exponential map at e, 
aLf(g(y, u))]-’ = exp I( for small u. Let X x R* L Rk+dimX be the embedding (0 @ 1)‘: that is, 
the embedding 19 @ 1 twisted by f as described in $2. It defines /3 E T~+~~,,,X(S). Then 
J-03 E 7~t+di~~+,(S*‘) is represented by the embedding 
defined by ~(y, u, v, t) =(4(g(y, u), u), t); y E Y, u E Rk-‘, u E R’, t E R. 
This lemma is a consequence of the discussion leading up to Lemma 6.18 of [4]. We outline 
the argument. Let us agree that ‘separate’ shall mean ‘separate by a hyperplane’ when in 
Euclidean space. In R k+d’“‘X, as in R’, let g denote the final unit vector. It will be the last vector in 
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the framing of X under 8 @ 1. We may suppose, without loss of generality, that et = e and that 7~ 
is defined by evaluation at e,. Let us abuse notation and write 0 for 0 @ 1. Let 
x, = ix, X, = {0(x, e,); x E X} = {e(x) + er, ; x E x}, 
xf={e(x,f(x)2ek); x E x}={~(x,2ek);x E x). 
If we take a large tubular neighbourhood in which both X, and X, lie we may perform an isotopy 
with support the vectors of length ~3/2 carrying the centre to X, and such that X, is X, pushed 
out along the normal field f(x)e, a certain distance. Hence, to calculate the Hopf invariant we 
may separate X, and X,. Now X0 and X, are separated by the hyperplane Rk+dimX-’ x e,/4 so 
that to separate X, and X, it’s sufficient to carry X, into X,, and then the intersection with X, 
(with the twisted framing of X, followed by that of X,) will represent the Hopf invariant of p, the 
linking class of the framed submanifolds X,, X,. Take the strip A(Z) C Rk+d’“X where 
2 = X X R*-’ X [O. 21, and A is defined by 
A(x, CXW, t) = B(x,f(x)(s(a)w + te,,)); x E X, w E Sk-*, a E R,, t E [O, 21, 
and s(a) is smooth monotone increasing, s(a) = sin a if /all. It intersects XI where 
that is, in 
e(x, ek) = ow(x)(ww + tek)); 
{0(x, ek) :x E X and f(x)-‘& = Sin (YW + fek}. 
Now for small a, say (I <E, 
f(x)-‘ek=~Cf(x)-‘)=wsin5+cos5e,, Osts& 
if and only if x = g(y, [w). Thus if Z. = {(x, aw, 1) E Z: 0 5 a 5 E}, 
We transfer things back to X0 and thus g : Y x R’-‘k X represents the ‘self-linking class’[4] 
pp. 210,212. The Hopf invariant is, by definition, just the Gysin transfer of g under the map 4. 
This is what we have written down. 
Note that the construction goes through perfectly well for any framing 0 of X in Rk+dimX. If 
we call the resulting element .J(O,f) we have only used the special nature of O(= 0 @ 1) to 
deduce that J(O,f) was the Hopf invariant of 0’. 
This lemma is adequate for certain calculations and most theoretical purposes, but I have not 
been able to determine Y and its framing when X is a Lie group and f is the composition of a 
homomorphism and a power map x --)x” with n # + 1. An extension seems required to identify, 
in a practical way, the Hopf invariant in that situation. To do this, let us insist that, if X is a 
framed submanifold of RP, the submanifold of R“ x I we use in constructing the Hopf invariant is 
precisely X x I, not just any submanifold V of R” x I allowed by $2 of [lo]. If X is a framed 
submanifold of R”, defined by a framing 0 as above, we shall write H(X) for the framed 
submanifold of Rp” so constructed and denote the framing by H(B). It will not be uniquely 
determined but the point is that if we change the framing of X by a map f:X+ SO(codim X) 
then we can similarly do so for H(X) since f extends to X x I and so restricts to H(X). This said, 
the lemma we are going to write down may be regarded as an extension of that proposition which 
asserts that, if one changes a map 8 : S’“-’ --) S” by a map of degree - 1 of S”, the Hopf invariant 
doesn’t change. 
LEMMA 6. Suppose that 8 :X x Rk C, Rk+-% is a framed embedding and f : X + O(k) is a 
map with e E Sk-’ a regular point for rf. So f induces a framed embedding g : Y x R*-‘b X 
such that TV(X))-’ = exp u e x =g(y. U) for llull small enough (exp: Rk-‘*Sk-’ is the 
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exponential). Then, if j3 E n t+di&S’) is the element represented by the framed embedding 4, 
which is 13 twisted by f (so 4(x, u) = 0(x, f(x)u)), 
HP = H(8)‘“’ + J(e, f), where 
(1) H(B)‘“’ means H(8) twisted by f x f cf x f: H(X)+ O(2k) is 
H(X+H(X) x H(X)+X x X’“‘O(k) x O(k)+ O(2k)); 
(2) r(e, f) is represented by the framed embedding Y x Rk-’ X R’ X RC Rk+4”yX R, 
T(Y, 4 UT t) = (dJk(Y, u), VI, t1. 
Proof. Start as in the proof of the preceding lemma. Let eL denote the last framing vector in 
the framing 0. Let X0,X,, X, denote respectively 0(X x 0), 0(X x ek), 4(X x 2e,) = {0(x, 2f(x)e,); 
x E X}. Then by change of origin we may consider X, as the origin of the tubular neighbourhood 
defined by e and X, as X pushed out along the last framing vector of C#K Thus, to define the Hopf 
invariant we may separate by a hyperplane) X, and X,- with the appropriate framings. We know 
how to separate X0, XI, so that to separate X, and X, we may (1) carry X, into X0 and then (2) 
separate X0 and X,. The former gives rise to the element J(& f) just as in Lemma 5, the latter gives 
H(8), except that neither X0 nor X, has the correct framing. Each has to be twisted byf. This gives 
rise to the twisting f x f on H(B), the framing of H(X). 
If X is a sphere then H(B)‘“’ = H(0) and J(& f) is-up to sign-independent of 8. 
54 
(_,y-G [G, ad-p1 = [G, PI. 
Here we return to the situation of 92. Let 0 : G --, Aut Rk be a representation as there, with an 
element x E R’; with isotropy subgroup G, = 1. If H C G is a closed oriented subgroup then we 
shall have determined 
(H, ep) E Tk(sk-di”H). 
We may choose a slice at x E Hx by taking the normal vectors to H in G (with respect to a 
bi-invariant metric) followed by a slice at x E Gx for the G-action. The (left-invariant) framing 
of Hx is decomposed as a framing of Hx in Gx followed by the restriction of that of Gx to Hx. 
The framing of H in G is the map 
H x8/!,“, G 
(h,X)-h. exe X, h E H, X E g/b, 
for this clearly fits the recipe of 02. (Of course, this is entirely independent of 6.) So, if 
e : G x Rk-d’“c-+ Rk also denotes the framing determined by 0, the framing map determined by 
fI[H is H X8/f) xR’-~‘“~+R~, defined by 
(h,X,u)+-+e(h.expX,u). (*) 
The Hopf invariant of an element defined by twisting the framing given by 8 by another 
representation p : G -+ SO(k -dim G) is most easily determined when G acts transitvely on the 
unit sphere in Rk-“‘““. Let H C G be the isotropy subgroup of e E Sk-d’“O-‘, let 
r: SO(k -dimX)+Sk-d’““-’ be evaluation at e and let exp: Rk-d’mX-’ = g/6 + Sk-d’“x-’ denote 
the exponential map at e. Give Sk-’ C Rk the standard (homotopy) orientation so that the last 
vector in a frame for Rk is the outward-pointing normal. Let G, H and hence g/b, be so oriented that 
exp has degree + 1. The maps g,, g_,: H x g/6 + G, corresponding (in Lemmas 5 and 6) to f = p, p-’ 
may be written down. 
LEMMA 7. (i) g,(h, X) = x. exp (-X), 
(ii) g_,(h, X) = h. exp (ad(h-‘)X). 
(To see that this is so it is sufficient to check that P(expX. h-l)= expX and 
a(h. exp (ad(h-‘)X)) = exp X.) 
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Now we shall calculate the Hopf invariant for twisted representations of two groups: SU(3) and 
G2. We start with SLr(3). Remember that an orientation for SU(2) has been specified in 91 and so 
one for SLr(3) is now determined by the above convention. 
Let p : SU(3)-+Aut C’ be the basic (usual) representation of SU(3), and let et, ez, e, be unit 
orthonormal basic vectors. If we identify SU(3) with pairs of orthogonal unit vectors in C’, it is 
easy to see that (e,, eJ E C3xC3 has trivial isotropy group. This defines an element (SU(3), 
2p) E rlz(S’), which is the suspension of an element in r,,(S3) and is trivial (proposition 10 of 
95). Move into RI4 (by adding two copies of the trivial real l-dimensional representation) and 
twist by p”. n E Z. The elements so constructed are called (SU(3), 2p 0 2Y”, but we shall abuse 
notation here and write them (SU(3), 2~)““. 
PROPOSITION 6. (i) H((SU(3), 2~)“~‘) = [SU(2), 0] = Y, 
(ii) H((SLr(3). 2~)‘) = - [SU(2), 3p] = 2v. 
Proof. According to Lemma 5 and Lemma 7, H(SU(3), 2~)‘~‘) is represented by the map 
?j.:SU(2)XR5XR6xR~R”, 
where 
q(x, X, I(, t) = c#J(~. exp ad(h-‘)X, u, t) 
and $ is built out of 0 and p-’ just as in Lemma 5. (Here p-’ takes role of f.) This map is 
diffeomorphic to (h, X, r~, t)-* tI(h.exp ad(h-‘)X, p(h-‘)u, t) by the definition of 4. But 
ad = p @ 1: SU(2) -+ Aut(R5). The map (h, X, u, t) + 8(h.expX, u, t) represents, by formula (*) at 
the beginning of this section, [&V(2), 2p]. Consequently, remembering lemma 1 of 92, the 
element we have is [SU(2), 01. This element is v, the classical generator of 7~~‘. 
The proof of the second part is similar. Here H((SL1(3), 2~)‘) is represented by 
5: SU(2) X R’ X R6 X Rb R”, where [(h, X, u, t) = fI(h.exp (-X), p(h)u, t). Using formula (*) 
one sees that this map represents -[SCJ(2), 3p] = 2v. 
2n --2 
PROPOSITION 7. (i) H(SU(3), 2~)‘~“) = .=z_, [SCI(2), -rp], 
7X+, 
(ii) H(SU(3), 2p)P”) = - ,_z+, [SK% rpl, n >o. 
Proof. We shall proceed by induction on n ; Proposition 6 providing a basis for the induction 
and Lemma 6 establishing the inductive step. 
Let 8. : SU(3) X R6C_, RI4 be the framing (SU(3), 2p)p-“. Our wish is to find H((SU(3), 
2P)‘-‘-I ). We must first calculate J(&, p-‘) as required by Lemma 6. This is defined by the map 
[ : SU(2) x R5 x R6 X R b R15, 
(h, X, K, t)-+ B,(h. exp ad(h-‘)X, p(h-‘)u, t) 
(up to a diffeotopy). This represents [SU(2), (2 - n)p]“-‘= [SU(2), -np] = (n + 1)v E r3’. 
The other half of the Hopf invariant is H(B,)‘-‘““-‘. We already know that this is carried by a 
disjoint union of copies of SU(2) lying in SU(3) x I such that under projection to SU(3) x 0 we 
get the standard inclusion (up to homotopy). All the framings are known in terms of the basic 
representation p of SU(2) and we have to twist each by the inverse of two copies of p. This 
means (Lemma 1) that we must subtract 2p from each framing. So one sees that 
H((SU(3), 2p)p-4 = [SU(2), O]“_‘+ [SU(2), -p] 




H((SU(3), 2p)p-“-I) = 2 [SU(2), -rp]; 
r-n 
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2.3 -2 
H((SU(3), 2pY’) = 2 [W(2), - rp] 
r-n-l 
= ,z;, (r + I)v 
=;n(3n - 1)V. 
A similar calculation gives the formula (ii) of the proposition. It shows that 
H((SU(3), 2~)“) = tk(3k - 1)~ for all integers k. 
From Toda’s or Barratt’s tables we know that 
rr,,S6 = Z/24 @ Z/2, 7rlts = z/2 @ z/2, 
where the first summand in 7~~~9 is generated by an element i; = (Y, 7, Y), which has Hopf 
invariant V, and the second by e which suspends from rr,,(S3) = Z/2. The element V suspends to 
the generator of the first summand of 7rTTgs and E to the generator of the second. So we see that 
Propositions 6 and 7 go halfway to identifying [SU(3), kp]; indeed, (SU(3), 2~)“‘. In 7~~’ 
the image of / is Z/2 with generator fi + E = nu and it is not hard, using Adams’ theorems 
on his and Toda’s invariant, to see that e(t)=& e(C)=O. (We suppose that e takes values 
in Q/Z.) To get a complete identification we need to know either what [SU(3), /cp] is 
modulo the image of J or what e[SU(3), kp] is. We now know both: a calculation of e[SU(3), k~] 
is in [16] (Proposition 8.22), a calculation of the image of [SU(3), kp] in xeS/ImJ is in [14]. It is 
satisfactory that these and the results here for the Hopf invariant tally. Here we shall complete 
the identification in two ways, using in each case Lemma 4 of 92 above and Proposition 2.1 of 
[12]. (Both propositions depend on elementary geometry.) By Lemma 4, [SfJ(3),p] = [SU(3), 
-p + ad]. We know that the restriction of ad to SU(2) maps into 3/3(p) in KG’(SU(2)) = Z, 
where p : M(G)+ KO-‘(G) is the map of 92 and p denotes also the usual representation of 
SU(2). Hence, by Proposition 2.1 of [12], [SU(3), p] = [SU(3), 2p] mod ImJ. We know by 
Proposition 10 that [SU(3), 2p] = 0. Hence, bearing in mind the Hopf invariant calculation, we 
have established the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 8. [SU(3), pl = p + l . 
COROLLARY. E : Z --, Z/2 defined by k -+e([SU(3), (k - 2)pJ) is non-zero. 
The most elegant (and elementary) way to finish now is to appeal to the following proposition of 
Wood. 
PROPOSITION (Wood). If M is a simply-connected manifold and 9 a stable framing of M which 
represents 0 then the map KO-‘(M) + Q/Z defined by a + e(M, 9-) (FG” is the framing 9 twisted 
by a) is a homomorphism. 
This and Proposition 8 calculates e([SU(3), kp]) for all k and we are done. 
If one wishes to use only published material one may proceed differently by appealing to the 
arguments of Theorem 2.3 and Proposition 3.1 of [Ill. In Theorem 2.3 take p = q = 3, h = k = 4, 
r = 1, 1 > 2. Let a = 2kp, k E Z, /3 = V, y = n. All the conditions of the theorem are satisfied 
except the condition that aJSO(3)) -+ TV is surjective. However, the proof of Theorem 2.3 
and of Proposition 3.1 only needs that there is A’ E ~~(S0(3)) mapping onto the suspension of a. 
For a = 2kp this is satisfied (see [13]§23.6). We know that SU(3) with a certain framing 
represents an element in (2kv, Y, 11). The first factor corresponds to the subgroup SU(2)-the 
fibre of the map SU(3)+ S-‘. We know that [SU(2), 2p] = 0. Using once again Proposition 2.1 of 
[12] we see that 
[SU(3), 2kp] = 0 mod Im/ ($ k = l(2). 
This completes an identification of [SU(3), kp] for k = O(2). We may now use Lemma 4 to pass 
from the even k’s to the odd k’s-as we did in the case of [SU(3), p] when we knew [SU(3), 2p] 
completely. 
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THEOREM 1. [SU(3), kp] = fi if k = O(4) 
5-l-c k = l(4) 
0 k = 2(4) 
E k = 3(4). 
Now turn to G*. Let p : 6,-+ SO(7) be the basic representation (it is described in [3] and in 
more detail in [16]). We know that G* acts transitively on S6, that the isotropy subgroup of a 
non-zero point in R’ is conjugate to SU(3), and that p restricts to the basic representation p of 
SU(3)--plus, of course, a trivial representation. Orient G* in the same way as SU(3). Consider 
the representation 3~. There is a point in the representation space R*’ with trivial isotropy subgroup 
(since we know this for the representation 2p of SU(3)) and hence we get a well-defined framed 
embedding of G* in S*” as an orbit. (Wood shows, by essentially the same method as is used here in 
Proposition 10, that this element (G*, 3~) = 0.) In R*‘, where the codimension is 7, we may twist the 
framing by p” : n E Z. As G* acts transitively on S6 with isotropy subgroup SU(3) we know that 
H(G*,3p)“-“) will be represented by a sum of elements of the form [SU(3), rp], r E Z. The 
element (G*, 3~) is the suspension of the framed embedding in S*“, so we may use Lemma 5 to start 
the induction, Just as in Proposition 7 one sees that if 0, : Gz x R’k R*’ is the framed embedding 
representing (G*, 3~)“~“, then r(&, p-‘) is defined by the map 
[:SU(3)xR”xR’xRc---+R*‘, 
where 
<(/I, X, u, t) = &(h.exp ad(h-‘)X, p(h-‘)u, t). 
Again, ad: SU(3)+ Aut(g*/du(3)) is p @ 1, and hence this element is [SU(3), (3 - n)p]“-’ = 
[SU(3), -(n - l)p]. Hence 
H((G*, 3~)‘~‘) = [SU(3), PI = v, 
and more generally one finds that 
Zn -3 
H((G*, 3p)O_“) = ,c* [SU(3), 71. 
A similar formula may be established for H(G2, 3~)“). It gives the following proposition. 
*n -3 
PROPOSITION 9. (i) H((G2, 3p)p-“) = Z [SU(3), -rp], 
r-n-2 
Zn +z 
(ii) H((Gz, 3p)p”) = Z+, [SU(3), rpl, n > 0. 
COROLLARY. H((G,, 3~)‘~“) = 
i 
0 n = O(4) 
i;+6 n=l(4) 
fi +E n =2(4) 
Y n = 3(4). 
From the tables of Toda and Barratt one knows that 
I*, = Z/24 @ Z/4, & = Zl2 @ z/2. 
The first summand in 7r*,(S’) is generated by TO, where 7 generates n14(S7) and c is the class of 
the Hopf map in a*,(S’4). This element stabilizes to 2u* = 0. The second summand is generated 
by an element called K (in Toda’s notation, c in Barratt’s old notation). It suspends to the 
generator of the second factor in 7~ f4 and is, stably, entirely determined by its Hopf invariant: 
indeed, one has that H : az,(S’) + nss takes TU into Y + e and K into F. Consequently, we have 
identified [G*, kp] in terms of Toda’s generators. 
THEOREM 2. [G*, kp] = 
I 
0 if k = 1, 2, 3(4) 
K if k =0(4). 
Propositions 4 and 5 are special cases of this-theorem. 
It is rather agreeable that [G*] = K so that one could relabel the element K as g2. 
The generator of the other summand of nf4 is g*. This has Kervaire-Arf invariant 1. John 
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Arf invariant 1. With no framing whatsoever, then, can Gz represent u’ or K + a’. I 
have independently more or less convinced ourselves that no compact semi-simple 
other than Sp 1 x Sp 1, can carry an element of Kervaire-Arf invariant 1. 
Here we prove Proposition 1 and make a few remarks. First, consider Proposition 1. Let V be 
the submanifold 
Ix (i 3; x E U(n), f E [O, 11 I . 
et 0 
Then JV = U(n) and the vector X. o I 
( > 
points outwards at X. Define a framed embedding 
V x UC, M”(C), where U = {exp K : K hermitian and 1st entry K,, = 0}, by simply taking the 
product in M”(C). The map is differentiable and of maximum rank on V x I, so at least it’s an 
embedding if we restrict to a smaller neighbourhood of I in U. 
PROPOSITION IO. [SU(n), (n - l)p] = 0, where p denotes the basic (usual) representation of 
SU(n). 
Proof (somewhat sketchy). Let x denote a vector in C”. SU(n) C C”‘“-” is the subspace 
{(x1,. . . , x.-,):~~xi((=l, l<i<n-I and x:x,=0, l%i<jln-l}. 
It is determined by the equations on the right and has a left-invariant framing defined by those. 
Let 
W={(x,,..., x,_,):x;x,=O, lsi<j<n, (Jx,ll=l, l<i<n, and (Jx,/~l}. 
It’s a manifold with boundary SU(n) and framing determined by the two sets of equalities (forget 
the inequality). The framing is U(n -2) equivariant and exte?ds that over SU(n). 
The trouble with doing the same thing in C”’ is the determinant. 
Finally, we note two propositions proved, but not explicitly stated, in [2]. 
PROPOSITION 11. (M. F. Atiyah and L. Smith). If G is a simply-connected semi-simple Lie 
group of rank z 2 and if dim G = 4k - 1 then e[G, 131 = 0 for any representation 8. 
PROPOSITION 12. (M. F. Atiyah and L. Smith). If G is a compact Lie group of dimension > 2 
then the image of the element given by G with any framing is zero in spin cobordism. 
It is a consequence that the elements CL,, VP,, r = 1,2,. . . , of Adams cannot be carried by Lie 
Groups. 
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APPENDIX 1 
As mentioned earlier, there seems to the author to be several errors in [12]. In a letter 
Professor Smith has confirmed this in one instance and asked me to correct it here. One error is in 
Lemma 3.3, p. 409 which should read ..YG = @,, where i*a = 2[g] (not i*a = [g]), where [g] is the 
class of the basic representation of SU(2) (on C’). I will try and show this. Suppose that P is a 
principal G bundle with G acting on the right. Then TGP, the bundle of tangents along the fibres, 
may be identified with 
Px,TG=(Px,G)xg, 
using the left-invariant trivialisation of TG. If P is itself a group and we give TP the left-invariant 
trivialization, it induces a trivialization T,P = P x 9 which is the one above. 
Let Cp: G --, Aut V be representation such that @ extends to a representation 4 : P + Aut V of 
P. The induced bundle P x o V then has a natural trivialization 
(P, u)-((P~,p-‘~) E PIG x V, 
which induces one on the pull-back of P x *V over P differing from the canonical one (from 
which P X *V is constructed!) by the map (p, u)+(p, p-Iv). That is, to pass from the 
trivialization determined by the pull back of the one on P/G given by 9, to the canonical one we 
must compose by the action of 4. 
Using the left-invariant trivialization, write 
TP = (P x p/g) 0 T,P. 
If 7r: P + P/G is the projection map, P xp/g = n*T(P/G) and this trivialization identifies 
T(P/G) as P X .,p/g, where ad is the quotient of the restriction of the adjoint map to G. (I use 
t +gtg-’ to define ad). Now for unitary groups (if P = SU(n + I), G = SU(n)), ad is just the 
direct sum of the basic representation with the trivial (real) one-dimensional representation. 
Addition of one further real summand enables us to extend ad to p : P + Aut (p/g @ 1) and the 
trivialization so induced is the standard (stable) trivialization of T(S’“+‘). By the above, to pass 
from this to left-invariant we must compose with p. 
For the second summand, suppose in addition that 3y E V s.t. G, = I. Then P C P X *V 
by p e (p, y). Moreover TGP C TV (P x 9 V) = T, and if v is the normal bundle along the fibres, 
v has a canonical left-invariant trivialization and v @ T,P = TVIP. For G = SL1(2), P = SL1(3), 
V = C* @ C, @ the basic representation, we are in the above situation and the normal bundle v is 
trivial in a canonical way. The two trivializations thus differ by the basic representation in exactly 
the same way as for the first summand. We pick up a difference of twice the basic representation. 
A more basic error is on p. 407, just preceding Theorem 3.1. (This first became apparent to me 
in correspondence with Dr. Wood.) The map M is not always bilinear if m < n, though it is on the 
subset 
i(7r,_,(SO(m - 1)))X 7rm_,SO(n), 
where i : SO(m - 1)-t SO(m) is the inclusion. Both SU(3) and Sp(2) provide counter-examples. 
For SU(3) this is clear from Theorem 1 as the map from Z to Z/2 defined by k +{[S(l(3), 
(k -2)p]} E nsS/Iml is not linear. Corollary 3.5 breaks down and, as it stands, the proof of 
Corollary 3.4. Something is saivaged by the error in 3.3. However, the proof is again placed in 
doubt by the fact that Frank in [8] (a) does not give as an example the case we need (where 2v is 
one of the elements) and (b) does not divulge the choice of generator of r,(SO) that he is making. 
(The choice does matter: Frank shows that either [SU(3), p] or [SU(3), 3p] is not in the image of 
J. We now know that one, [SU(3), p]. is and the other is not. For Sp(2) the case is again similar.) 
Kosinski is perfectly explicit in [Ill. From this one may deduce that [SU(3), 0] is not in the image 
of ./, as we did just before the statement of Theorem I. One cannot do it, I think, the way that 
Smith tries in Theorem 5.2: several of Kosinski’s conditions are violated. Similar objections 
apply to Theorem 5.1 of [ 121 as it is stated. As vz # 0 I do not think that any result on Sp (2) can be 
deduced using [12] and Theorem 2.3 or Theorem 2.5 of [Ill: one needs (in the former) that 
a = 2kp, y = 21p stably in order to satisfy the conditions for the existence of A’, p’. In 2.5 it is a 
and /3 which must be even multiples of p. But it is (p, p): S6 + SO(4) which is the classifying map 
of the bundle Sp(2) of [12]. 
Despite this, Professor Smith deserves credit for having got the right answers. 
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APPENDIX 2 
It would be satisfying to prove directly that the elements detected by the Hopf invariant (and 
denoted by V, K) are non-zero and so to use them as basic elements given by geometric 
considerations in detailed calculations (using, for example, the Adams spectral sequence). We do 
this for 5 and indicate what is needed to do it for K. 
Using the EHP sequence [IS] it is not too difficult to prove that [S(/(3), p ] f 0 once we know 
that H((SU(3), 2p)‘-‘) = v. We check this. Let a = (SU(3),2p)‘-‘. First, Ea E ~~4.9’) is 
non-zero since the kernel of this suspension homomorphism consists of multiples of [LG V] and 
H[L~, v] = 2v. Second, as 5’ is parallelizable, E : n,JS7) --* T,~(S~) is injective, so Eta # 0. Third, 
the kernel of E: a16(S8)+rr,,(S~ is [t8, T)] = [18, ~~10 77. It is known that [L8? 4 = 
2a-ET E r&S”), so [I@, VJ] = ET. But E: r,JS’) + T,~(S*) is injective and ECY f rv since 
Hm = 7) # 0. Thus E’a # 0. Finally, E4a = E”a = 0 e E’a = [Q,, tp] E P,,(S~. But S9 admits 
only 1 vector field so that [Lo, ~~1 only desuspends once. Thus [SU(3), p] = E”a f 0. 
The same sort of argument will work for K. It is very much harder. What one needs to know in 
addition to the above is: the stable homotopy groups in stems up to 6, the group a15(S8), that 
[Lo, v’] = Vu2 E 7rZJ(S4 and so is a 4-fold suspension. 
